Abrlmcr-This paper presents experimental results olinter-destinstion synchronization control in an integrated wired sod wireless network. The rrprrimmtd system rondrtr of interconnected wired and wireless network; the former is a routerbased 1P network, and the laner b a wireleu LAN with two base stations. Asewer in the wired network multicasts B pair or audio and video streams to P terminal in ihe same wired network and a wireless terminal, which performs handover from one base slation to the other. We exert inter-destinallon synchronization EOntmI between tbr two terminals using the rynrhmnization maestro scheme, whlch the authors preriourly proposed lo the experiment, we meamred the synchronization qadity or iatrr-dertinallon PI well as inlrMtream and intcr--smam when handover Iwwrred, snd we confirmed the clfectivroeu Orthe control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile access Ic a rapidly incrcasin demand for the Intcrnet This Iz3ds 10 the integrated wiref and wireless network configuration for the lntemct A vanety of appitcation Serviccs arc beme available over such networks The VTR algorithm is applicable to networks with unknown delay bounds and dynamically adjusts the MU renderin time according to the network condition. References 41 an%&] deal with centralized control. The scheme in the former is referred to as the master-slave destination scheme, where a single destination serves as the master to which the others adjust their output timing. The latter studies the synchronization maestm (orsynchmnization manager) scheme. In this scheme, the synchronization maestro collects output timing information from the destinations and distributes control information to them in order to arbitrate the output timing at each destination. Also, a distributed control scheme is described in [6]. Reference 71 pro poses a group synchronization mechanism based on 6 e syn: chronization maestro scheme which can be used iointlv with ~~ of-Srvice) contrd sch&nes,-&ong which mediZsyncZmniiaiion control [I] plays an important role in the Streaming services. the adaptive causality control.
As mentioned above, there have already been several aporoaches to the inter-destination synchronization oroblem: howMedia synchronization for continuous media means the prcser-ever, none of them dealt with the inte rated wiredmd wireless network configuration, where the prohem can he more sennus than ~n nureiv wired networks. Thus. we do not see whether the vation of the temporal relations between media units (MUS) such as video frames and voice nackcrs. it can be slasslfied into synchmn&tion, and inter-dertinhtion (orgmup) synchmnization. The first and second ones are required in all applications of continuous media. The first one kee s the continuity of a single stream; it outputs each MU at the &stination at the same intervals as the generation ones at the source. The second is synchronization among plural media streams; a ical example is s chronization between s oken voice anythe movement o&e speaker's lips (i.e., vi&o), which is called lip sync. The third one is required in multicast communications: It controls the output timing of each MU multicast to two or more destinations so that the MU can be output simultaneously at all the destinations.
Inter-destination synchronization is an indispensable function to SUPQOI~ some types of applications; also, it is necess v to realize the fairness among destinations in many applications. In multimedia conferencing, for instance, if the output timing of speech by a participant large1 varies from destination to destination, the conference itsedcannot hold. This problem arises more notably in integrated wired and wireless networks than in purely wired networks, since wireless subnetworks have man delay components different from those of wired subnetworzs. They include multiple access delays, delays due to retransmission for recovery of transmission error and changes of packet routes associated with handover (or handof). In particular, handover produces a large amount of end-t-nd delay vanation in a short penod of time. Thus, if a media stream is multicast to both wireless destinations and wired ones at the same time, then the output timing can be 
~~~
On theother 6&d, many h a n d d k papers have already been published, since handover is a key technology that realizes continuity of communications for mobile users. Wi* res ect to previous studies on mobility management including &-dover, the reader is referred to [9], for instance. In spite of a large number of papers on this subject, to the best of the authors' knowledge, we cannot find any paper assessing media synchronization quality when handover occurs.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first one is to observe how the media synchronization issue, especially the inter-destination synchronization one, arises in an inte wired and wireless network when handover occurs a n % : :
identify important technical problems. The second one is to examine whether the media synchronization schemes proposed before can provide some solutions to the problems, that is, whether they are successfully applicable to this environment or not and to gain some insight into new design methodolo for media synchronization schemes in this environment. these purposes, we cany out an experiment on media synchronization control with a scheme previously proposed by the authors; in the experiment we assess the synchronization quality of inter-destination as well as intra-stream and inter-stream when handover occurs and then confirm the effectiveness of the control. The rest of the pa er is organized as follows. Section I1 outlines the media syncRronization control scheme adopted in our experiment for intra-stream, inter-stream and interdestination synchronization. Section III illustrates a methodology for the quality assessment, includin the experimental system configuration, experimental metho%, QoS parameters and its assessment method. Section IV presents experimental results. Section V concludes the paper.
MEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION CONTROL SCHEME
In this study, we employ a control scheme proposed in [7] for intra-stream, inter-stream and interdestination synchronization. Its intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization control is performed according to the VTR algorithm, and interdestination synchronization control is carried out by the synchronization maestro. In what follows, we outline the basic idea of the scheme. For details, see [7] .
The VTR algorithm selects a media stream as the master stream and the others as slave sfreams, which are synchronized to the master. The al orithm exerts intra-stream s chronization control over botf master and slave streams, WE; it performs inter-stream synchronization control only on slave streams after the intra-stream control. In this aper, we consider the transmission of an audio stream and 9 e correspondin video stream. Audio is selected as the master stream and viae0 as the slave stream since audio is more sensitive to intrastream synchronization error than video.
We first consider intra-stream synchronization control. The disturbance of media synchronization appears in some form of delar, jitters; therefore, we can achieve media synchronization by a sorbing the jitters at the destination. This is carried out by buffering MUS for an appro riate period of time. It is clear that the period of time s h o u d b e the maximum delay jitter. However, we cannot necessarily set the buffering hmeto this value. because getting the exact value in the Internet is verv hard,'and even irwe can know it, setting the value may des& the real-time mperty
The VTR afgorithrn'assumes no exact knowledge of the network delay jitter; by.utilizing the timestamp provided to e,ach MU at the source, it adaptive1 changes the buffenng hme according to the amount of def jitters. of MUS received at the destination. Initially, the bu enng time is set to a mu h estimate of the maximum delay jitter, which is denoted fy A,-; this value ma be different from destination to destination. When intervlestination synchronization control is aplied, however, a constant delay value 6 instead of individual h e r i n g times Jm;s is used commonly to all the destinations; this is referred to as the target delay time, which is defined as the time from the moment an MU is generated until the instant the MU should be output. Atter the first MU is received, the buffering time or the target delay time can be changed by the modification of the torget output timet of each received MU. The application form of the modification depends on the kind of media treated, i.e., stored or live. In the case of stored media, $e target output time is put backward only; this is the virtual-time expansion, which corresponds to expansion of the buffering time or the target delay time. On the other hand, live media need forward movement (virtual-time contraction) as well as the backward movement, since the real-time property must be preserved. For live media, we can set the maximum allowable delay A,, so that the modification of the target outut time does not make MU delay exceed this limit. Note that ! is set to a value not larger than Aai. Only the master stream can modify the target output time for itself, and accordingly the slave stream modifies it bv the same amount at the same time.
Inter-stream synchronization control is exerted over the slave stream; the output timing of each slave MU is controlled so that the difference in output time between the slave MU and t The w e t output time is the time 81 whish the MU should k ourput [al.
the corresponding master MU can a ee with the difference in timestamp between the two MUS.
this aper, we suppose loosely-coupled media streams, where ea& slave MU is not provided w t h the sequence number of the corresponding master MU.
Inter-destination synchronization is achieved by adjusting the MU buffering time at each destination so that its output timing can be the same at all the destinations. In order to do so, each destination reports the output timing information to the synchronization maestro at the beginning of the output of the first MU, when the target output time is modified, or when a constant number of consecutive MUS each have arrived earlier (or later) than their target output times. On the basis of this information, the maestro determines the reference out ut timing and then multicasts it to all the destinations. Each Bestination adiusts its o m outout timine to the reference outout timine bv
1~~
~~ modifylng the Ggkt output&ne of the master s n ' e a m l~~~~~ 111. METHODOLOGY FOR QUALITY ASSESSMENT To assess the media synchronization quality and demonstrate the effectiveness of the media synchronization scheme in integrated wired and wireless network environments, we developed an experimental system. In this section, we describe the system confi ration, a method of experiment, a quality assessment m e g d and QoS parameters adopted.
A . Configuration of the Experimental System
In this study, as the wireless subnetwork, we employ a Wave- BSl and BS2 'are the WavePOINT-11 base stations, which are laid down on a single floor of a buildin as shown in Fig. 2 .
Each b e e station penodical!y broadcasts%eacon messages to the mobile terminals for decision on handover. A beacon message contains information about the base station itself as well as link measurement data. Using received beacon messages, each mobile terminal measures the si nal to-noise ratio (SNR) from which it judges whether han&veFis necessary or not. When necessary, the mobile terminal sends its current base station a handover request identifying the new base station. When the current base station receives the request, it notifies the new base station of the reception via the wired subnetwork. On receiving the notification, the new base station responds with a handover acceptance message, which is sent to the mobile terminal. The reception of the acceptance message by the mobile terminal completes the handover. Routers 1 and 2 are Cisco S stem's 2514 and 470&M, respectively. They are connectedYto each other b a V35 serial line through the data link simulator (ADTECdSX/iZ). The transmission rate of the serial line is set to 2 Mbps m OUT experiment. The data link simulator can simulate various transmission error patterns and pro agation delay values. In this study, we utilize theca ability orproducing a constant propagation delay which can &e any value in the range from 0 to 2 seconds by ms; in the experiment, we set it to 50 ms. By this delay, we can simulate a simple environment ofthe wide area network.
B. Method of Experiment
In this study, we suppose the transmission of live audiw video streams. In the ex eriment, however, we used stored ones in order to generate $e same amount of the stream traffic in each experimental run.
Our experiment focused on lip sync, and we employed a gjrl's voice and her head view video as the audio stream and video one, respectively. Table 1 shows the specifications of voice and video. The voice is encoded by the ITU-T G.711 g a w , and a set of 400 voice samples is treated as an audio U. The video stream is MPEGI with only I pictures, each of which is defined as a video MU. onginat recording time [I] YO
YO
In the experiment, PCI (the source) multicasts the voice and video as two separate transport streams to PCZ (destination I) and PC3 (destination 2 b IP multicast [ I l l . UDP is used as the transport protoco). 1 s illustrated in Fig. 2, PC3 moves from the start point to the end point at a walking speed of approximately 1.2 ds. It starts to move about 25 seconds after the beginning of the reception of the streams, in order for the stream uality at the PC to become stable. Handover occurs during tle movement.
In order to examine whether the interdestination synchronization control is effective or not, we impose different amounts of traffic on BS 1 and BS2, which makes difference in the en& t-nd delay distribution between before and after the hmdover. For that purpose, while PC3 is moving, PC4 sends fixed-size data messages of 1472 bytes each to PC5 under the UDP rotocol at ex onentially distributed intervals. The amount o! t he data tra& is adjusted by chan ing the average of the interval. Let us define the data load as t i e avera e num ber of interference data bits transmitted in a second b y k 4 . I, the measurement, the data load is set to 0.6 Mbps, 0.8 Mbps and 0.9 Mbps, which corres ond to light, medium, and heavy traffic conditions, respectivery, in our wireless LAN.
In this paper, we com are the media synchronization quality of three schemes: (I5 joint application of the VTR algorithm and interdestination synchronization control, which is referred to as VTWIDS here, (2) ap lication of on1 the VTR algorithm, which we denote simply%y VTR, and (3fno media synchronization control, which is represented by NC. In the ex eriment, we measured the media synchronization quality o&ach scheme ten times and took the average.
The source of the streams (i.e., PCI) also served as the synchronization maestro. In the experiment, as the reference output timin , the maestro selected the maximum one from among the set ofoutput timing information (i.e., the total slide time or the recommended totalslide time) latest received from each destination. The maestro usually multicast the reference output timing every five seconds. However, if the current reference output timin was different from the previous one, it multicast one second iter; this was done in order to cope with abrupt changes of the ou ut timing due to handover. Various thresh$d and parameter values for the media synchronization control were set to the same as those in 71 and 
C. Qual@ Assessment Method and QoS Parameters
In order to examine the influence of handover on the media s chronization quality, especial1 the inter-destination syncconization quality, we measuredlthe quality every three seconds; the measurement was made for 30 seconds before the handover and also for 30 seconds after it. We assessed the quality in each time interval of three seconds for MUS which were output in the interval.
Media synchronization quality is regarded as a kind of application-level QoS [14] . As a QoS parameter for the interdestination synchronization quality, we adopt the mean square ermr ofinte&estination syrkhro&ation, which is defuied as the avera e s uare ofthe difference between the output time of each &at jestination I and that of the MU at destination 2. We also employ the overage MU delay, the average MU rate, the mean square error of intra-streom synchronization, and the meon souare ermr of infer-stream svnchmnimtion~ The aver- According to the subjective assessment results in [ 151, errors less than 6400 (= BO2) ms2 lead to inter-stream synchronization of high quality; errors larger than 25600 (= 1602) ms2 correspond to asynchrony.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Here we make a quali companson among VTRADS, VTR, and NC as described in 2ubsection 111-B.
A. Network State amund the Handover at the Data Load of
Before we examine the quality in terms of *e QoS parameters defined in the renous section, we cl?nfy the network state around the han&vT when the data load IS 0.8 Mbps. This gives us useful information for gettin better understanding of measured QoS parameters. We show 8NR at destination 2 and the average network delay of video, which is the avera e time from the moment a video MU is sent until the instance &e MU is received at the application layer, in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. It should be noted that the two measures do not depend on which scheme is employed. In the figures, we set the instant at which the handover occurred to time 0 and plot the average of measured values since we carried out each experiment ten times as mentioned in Subsection III-B. We also display the 95 % confidence intervals ofthe measures; however, when the interval is smaller than the size of the corresponding symbol representing the experimental result. we do not show it in the fimrm
Mbps
From Fi 3. we see that SKR gradually decreases from around -d t o o second, then it increases from around o to 111 second. therefore. destination 2 had almost the smallest SNR when the handover occurred In Fig. 4 Thk is because at h e time destinatiin Zstahed to communicate with BS2, whose load was heavier than,the load of BSI. At destination I , the average network delay IS small and constant independently of the time. The reason is that destination 1 is connected to the wired subnetwork. We also find in connected to the wireless subnetwork.
E. Measurement Results at the Data Load of 0.8 Mbps
We first examine the case where the data load is 0.8 Mbps. We show the mean square error of inter-destination synchronization for voice as a function of time in Fi 5. Figures 6 through 9 display the avera e MU delay of vifeo, the average MU rates of voice and viko, and the mean square error of intra-stream synchronization for voice versus the time at the data load. Although we measured the mean square error of inter-destination s chronization for video, the average MU delay of voice, an&e mean square error of intra-stream synchronization for video, we do not show the measurement results here since they had almost the same tendency as the corresponding results for the other medium displayed here. We also illustrate the mean square error of inter-stream synchronization versus the time at the data load in Fig. IO. In Fig. 5 , we can confirm that VTWIDS has the smallest mean square error of inter-destination synchronization among the three schemes. How large mean square error is allowable depends on the e of ap lications and has not been clarified yet; this is for h%er s t u t We also observe in the figure that the mean square errors orall the schemes after time 0 (i.e., after the handover) are larger than those before time 0. This is because the avera e network delay jumps up at destination 2 at about time 0 seetig. 4).
From Fik. b, we find that the average MU delays of VTR and NC at destination, 2 are largely different from those at destination I , which are independent of the time. We also observe that the average MU delays of NC are close to the average network delays (see Fig. 4 ). This is because NC outputs each MU on re- of the time.
We observe in Fig. 9 that NC has the largest mean square errors ofintra-stream synchronization among the three. VTR/IDS has somewhat larger mean square errors than VTR atler time 0. The reason is that the output timing of MUS is delayed under the inter-destination synchronization control. However, we hardly erceived the difference in quality between VTRQDS and V&.
In Fig. IO , we see that the mean square errors of inter-stream synchronization of NC are the largest at destinations I and 2. However, since the errors are less than 6400 ms2, the quality of inter-stream synchronization is high in all the schemes.
C. Measurement Results at the Data L o a h of 0.6 Mbps and
Next, let us assess the quality in terms of the mean square errors of inter-destination synchronization for voice at the data loads of 0.6,mps and 0.9 Mbps. ,We here show it as a.function of the time in. Figs. I 1 and.l2 .,Smce the mean square error of inte-destination synchronization of VTR/IDS was less than 0.9 Mbps 100 ms2 at the data load of 0.6 Mb $ we do not plot the error in Fig. 11. In Fig 12, We see in Fig. I I that the mean s uare error of VTR hardly depends on the time. The error of b T R is larger than 22500 (= 1502) msZs ince the difference in J,, between destinations 1 and 2 is 100 ms and the additional ropagation delay is SO ms. In Fig. 12 , we find that the errors o&ll the schemes suddenly increase up to around lo6 ms2 at about time 0. Then the error of VTRQDS decreases down to approximately 5 x lo5 and 30000 msZat A..I of 400 ms and 1000 ms, respectively.
From this, we can say that as the value of A., increases in VTR/IDS, the inter-destination synchronization quality is improved more largely under heavy traffic conditions at the expense of the interactive pro erty On the other hand, in the figure, the errors of NC an! VTR keep constant atler about time 0: the error of NC is somewhat larger than that of VTR, which hardly depends on the value of Ad. v. CONCLUSIONS This paper examined the influence of handover on the interdestinahon synchronization quality in an integrated wired and wireless network. By making a uali comparison amon VTR/IDS, VTR, and NC, we con?innex the effecnveness 07 interdestination synchronization control. That is, we found that VTMDS achieves higher uality of inte-destination synchronization than F R and Nf! without largely degrading the other kinds of qualityiuch as the intra-stream and interstream synchronization quality.
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for the interdestination synchronization control. In our experiment, the synchronization maestro multicast the reference output timing one second later when the current reference output timing was different from the previous one. The optimum transmission interval of reference output timing is dependent on how the network delay changes around the handover. This is one of our future research subjects. We also plan to cany out the same experiment by using other schemes such as the distributed control scheme [6 instead. In addition, we need furin a vanety of network environments.
In this paper, we adopted the synchronization maestro scheme ther experimental studies E' or more than two deshnatlons and g - Y Ishibashi and S. T W "A synchronization mechanism for oxtinuom media in multimedia communisations," in P m . IEEE INFO-COM'95.pp. 101C-1019 .Apr. 1995 
